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Abstract. Informational asymmetries abound in economic decision making and often provide
an incentive for deception through telling a lie or misrepresenting information. In this paper I
use a cheap-talk sender-receiver experiment to show that telling the truth should be classified
as deception too if the sender chooses the true message with the expectation that the receiver
will not follow the sender’s (true) message. The experimental data reveal a large degree of
‘sophisticated’ deception through telling the truth. The robustness of my broader definition of
deception is confirmed in an experimental treatment where teams make decisions.
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1 Introduction
Many real-life situations are characterized by informational asymmetries between
interacting parties. Obviously, such situations may provide an incentive for either party to
exploit the informational asymmetries to one’s own advantage. This may then imply the use
of deception. Think of opposing parties in war when one party pretends to invade the other’s
territory at a different location than where the attack is actually carried out (as it happened
when the Allied Forces invaded Normandy in 1944, when they incurred substantial costs to
pretend to Germans to invade in Calais; see Crawford, 2003, for a short account), think of
managers concealing how to restructure or downsize a company that shall be taken over, think
of electoral competition where spreading false facts about the opponents’ plans or hiding
one’s own plans may gain additional votes (see Heidhues and Lagerlof, 2003), think of
football goalkeepers who falsely signal in a penalty situation to jump into a particular corner
in order to induce the player to shoot to the other corner (Chiappori et al., 2002), or think of
poker players bluffing about the quality of their cards (Charness and Dufwenberg, 2005). In
all such situations, and many more, sending wrong information may ultimately pay off for the
sender.
A unifying assumption of the literature on strategic information transmission in games
with informational asymmetries is that deception is typically meant to involve any sort of
lying or misrepresentation of information (Crawford and Sobel, 1982; Vrij, 2001). According
to this standard presumption telling the truth cannot be considered as an attempt to deceive
others. Or should it? In this paper I use a cheap-talk sender-receiver experiment to challenge
this narrow view and show that telling the truth should be classified as intended deception1 if
the sender chooses the true message with the expectation that the receiver will not follow the

1

In the following I will focus on the intention to deceive, even if I speak of deception. Note, however, that
one can make a distinction between the intention to deceive and deception. The latter refers to a successful
attempt at misleading the receiver, whereas the former concerns intentions alone – irrespective of the actual
outcome of an interaction.
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sender’s (true) message. This sort of ‘sophisticated’ deception through telling the truth is, in
fact, frequently observed both when individuals and teams make decisions. Hence, this paper
shall create an awareness that any attempt to measure deception in sender-receiver games as
the frequency with which the sender sends the wrong message about the consequences of a
given action for the receiver will fail to capture the full amount of deception. Likewise,
interpreting truth-telling as an act of honesty will be misleading in many cases.
Recently, deception has caught quite some interest in economics, because deception is
part of many interactions, for instance when managers, workers, politicians or consumers lie
for strategic advantage and make use of private information in a dishonest way (Crawford,
2003). If there is a conflict of interest, then game theory would predict that zero-cost
messages are not informative in such situations, and should be disregarded (Crawford and
Sobel, 1982). However, Crawford (2003) has shown why such messages are nevertheless sent
and are, in fact, influential for behaviour. If there are two types of players (sophisticated ones
and boundedly rational ones) then deception can be used by the former type to exploit the
latter type. Whereas this approach assumes that there is no negative outcome associated with
lying per se, recent experimental research has challenged this assumption. Since the presence
of informational asymmetries and the exploitation thereof is much more difficult to control
with field data than in a controlled laboratory setting, experimental studies have abound in
recent years. Gneezy (2005) has shown in his experiment that the willingness of subjects to lie
to others is a matter of weighing costs and benefits. Subjects deceive others more often the
higher the possible gains from deception and the lower the associated losses for the deceived
subjects. Deception has been defined and measured by Gneezy (2005) as the relative
frequency with which the sender in a cheap-talk sender-receiver game sends the wrong
message about the consequences of a given action for the receiver.2 This narrow definition has
been also used in subsequent papers by Charness and Dufwenberg (2005), Hurkens andKartik
2

In fact, Gneezy (2005) discusses also several other definitions of deception and lies. Yet, when analyzing
his data he uses the definition at the top of p. 386 that implies the definition to which I refer to.
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(2006), Rode (2006) or Sánchez-Pagés and Vorsatz (2007). Yet, in this paper I argue that the
narrow definition is not appropriate for measuring the full amount of deception.
Though my experimental data corroborate the main findings of Gneezy (2005) and
Hurkens and Kartik (2006) with respect to the influence of costs and benefits on the frequency
of deception, my results also indicate that they report only a lower bound of the frequency of
deception in strategic interaction. By taking into account what I call ‘sophisticated’ deception
through telling the truth, the frequency of deception increases by about 20 to 30 percentage
points. Given this substantial increase, it seems warranted not to confine deception to simply
telling a lie.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the experimental
design and procedure. Section 3 presents the experimental results with individuals as decision
makers. Section 4 reports on a robustness test of my classification of deception by observing
the discussion in teams before teams send a message. The analysis of the videotaped
discussions allows tracking down the true motives for a given pattern of behaviour3 and it
reveals that the vast majority of teams that send the true message actually intends to deceive
the receiver team. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Experimental design
The cheap-talk game. There are two players of which only the sender is informed about
the monetary consequences of two different options, A and B. The sender’s only choice in the
game is to send one of the following two messages to the receiver:
Message A: “Option A will earn you more money than Option B.”
Message B: “Option B will earn you more money than Option A.”

3

The method of video-experiments has been applied successfully to uncover, for instance, the main motives
for bargaining behaviour in a so-called power-to-take experiment (see Bosman et al., 2006).
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Knowing the sent message, the receiver has to pick one of the two options which is then
implemented for payment. Note that after his decision, the receiver is only informed about the
monetary payoff from the chosen option, but not about the payoff in the other option, nor
about the sender’s payoff in any of the options. Hence, the receiver cannot judge whether the
sender has told the truth or not.
Procedure. Table 1 summarizes the 3 different treatments (T1, T2, T3) used in this
experiment (and also in Gneezy, 2005).4 Treatments differ with respect to the relative gains
for the sender and the relative losses for the receiver if Option B instead of Option A is
implemented. Note that Option B is always more favourable for the sender, while Option A is
always more favourable for the receiver.

TABLE 1 – PAYOFFS (IN €) IN THE DIFFERENT TREATMENTS

Treatment
T1

T2

T3

Payoff to

Payoff to

Option

Sender

Receiver

A

5

6

B

6

5

A

5

15

B

6

5

A

5

15

B

15

5

At the beginning of the experimental sessions subjects received written instructions (see
the Appendix) and clarifying questions were answered privately by the experimenter. After

4

For the main purpose of this paper – i.e., to examine under which conditions telling the truth may be
classified as deception – it might have been sufficient to pick just one of Gneezy’s (2005) original treatment.
However, since the frequency of lying has been found by Gneezy (2005) to depend on the costs and benefits to
the sender and/or the receiver, the same might hold true for the relative frequency of deception through telling
the truth. This possibility can only be checked by running all three treatments.
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senders had made their decisions and while receivers had time to consider their decision,
senders were asked to answer the following two questions in turn.5
Question Q1: “Which option do you expect the receiver to choose?”
Question Q2: “Out of 100 receivers, how many do you think follow the sender’s message
on average?”
Experimental sessions were run from June to August 2005 at the Max Planck Institute of
Economics in Jena. A total of 570 participants yielded 96 sender-receiver-pairs each in
treatments T1 and T2, and 93 pairs in T3. Recruitment was done via ORSEE (Greiner, 2004),
and sessions were computerized using zTree (Fischbacher, 2007). Average session length was
25 minutes.

3 Experimental results
Table 2 reports the results of the experiment. Panel A presents unconditional relative
frequencies, whereas Panel B interacts the senders’ messages with their answers to question
Q1. The figures in row [1] of Panel A indicate the relative frequency of lying, i.e. sending the
incorrect Message B. It is lowest in treatment T2 – where it costs the receiver 10 € but gains
the sender only 1 € more – intermediate in T1, and highest in T3 – where the sender can gain
10 € more at the same cost for the receiver. Considering all three treatments, the frequencies
of sending Message B are significantly different across treatments (χ² > 10, d.f. = 2, p < 0.01).
However, there is no significant difference between treatments T1 and T2 in my experiment
(even though the overall averages point in the same direction as in Gneezy, 2005). Hence, it
seems that in my subject pool the treatment differences with respect to the sender’s payoffs in

5

Answers to these questions were not monetarily incentivized. There is evidence that eliciting expectations
with or without monetary rewards for accuracy does not yield significantly different results (see Grether, 1992,
or Camerer and Hogarth, 1999).
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Option B (compare T3 vs. T1 and T2) are relatively more important than the treatment
differences with respect to the receiver’s payoffs in Option B (compare T1 vs. T2 and T3).
Row [2] of Table 2 reports the answers of senders to question Q1. It shows that across
treatments senders expect the receiver to implement the option that is indicated in the chosen
message as yielding the higher payoffs in about 70% of cases. There is no significant
difference in these expectations across treatments. Row [3] of Table 2 then shows the relative
frequency of receivers actually following the sender’s message, and there is again no
significant treatment effect.6 Across treatments receivers follow the sender’s message in 72%
of cases. Thus, senders’ expectations match receivers’ actions remarkably well in the
aggregate.7

TABLE 2 – EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (RELATIVE FREQUENCIES)
Panel A

Treatment

T1

T2

T3

N = 96

N = 96

N = 93

[1] Sender chooses Message B

0.44

0.35

0.59

[2] Q1: Sender expects the receiver to implement chosen message

0.73

0.70

0.66

[3] Receiver implements message

0.67

0.75

0.74

[4] Sender expects receiver to choose Option B

0.67

0.61

0.89

[A] Message A and Option A (Benevolent truth-teller)

0.31

0.36

0.09

[B] Message A and Option B (Sophisticated truth-teller)

0.25

0.28

0.32

[C] Message B and Option B (Liar)

0.41

0.33

0.56

[D] Message B and Option A (Benevolent liar)

0.02

0.02

0.03

Panel B. Sender’s message and expected option (in Q1)

6

Note that receivers had no information about the possible monetary payoffs in any of the treatments. Rather,
receivers had exactly the same information conditions in all treatments. Hence, it would have been discomforting
to find significant differences between treatments concerning the receivers’ frequency to implement the received
message.
7
It is noteworthy that senders and receivers seem to be very well locally calibrated both in Gneezy’s (2005)
experiment in Israel as well as mine in Germany. Although the relative frequency of senders expecting the
receiver to follow the message differs slightly (about 80% in Gneezy’s experiment, and 70% here), both
populations are very well calibrated as the fraction of receivers following the message is very close to (and
statistically not significantly different from) the senders’ expectations.

6

The details with respect to the sender’s chosen message, however, matter significantly for
the corresponding expectations, as is shown in Panel B of Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 1.
The grey bars in Figure 1 indicate the relative frequency with which senders expect the
receivers to implement their message (question Q1) if the sender chooses the true Message A.
On the contrary, the black bars are based on senders who send the wrong Message B.
Obviously, there is a marked difference in expectations, depending on the actually chosen
message.

1.0

How often are receivers expected to implement message (Q1),
contingent on message chosen

0.9

Relative frequency

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
T1

T2

T3

Treatment
Message A (true) chosen by sender

Message B (false) chosen by sender

FIGURE 1 – EXPECTATIONS OF SENDERS (Q1) DEPENDING UPON CHOSEN MESSAGE

When sending the false Message B, senders expect in about 95% of cases the receiver to
implement the chosen message (black bars in Figure 1).8 If senders choose the true Message
A, then they expect receivers to implement Option A in only 56% of cases both in treatments
T1 and T2, and in only 21% (!) of cases in treatment T3 (grey bars). The latter value is
8

These relative frequencies can also be derived by dividing the entries in row [C] of Table 2 by the sum of
entries in rows [C] and [D]. Note that entries in Table 2 are rounded to the second decimal, which might lead to
small differences in calculating the relative frequencies that are analogous to those shown in Figure 1.
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particularly noteworthy as it is significantly smaller than the values in treatments T1 and T2
(χ² > 10 in both comparisons, d.f. = 1, p < 0.01). One plausible explanation for this finding
might be the following: Senders that expect their message to be implemented have more to
lose (10 €) in treatment T3 than in treatments T1 and T2 (1 €). This should make such senders
less likely to send the true Message A, as it actually does (see row [A] in Table 2).
Consequently, Message A is also chosen less often (compare the sums of rows [A] and [B] in
Table 2 across treatments). This results in a lower conditional frequency of expecting the
message to be implemented contingent on sending the true Message A in treatment T3 (0.21)
compared to T1 (0.56) and T2 (0.56).9
In Table 2 I have called those senders who send Message A and expect the receiver to
implement Option A “benevolent truth-tellers”. Senders who send Message A, but expect
their receiver to implement Option B are called “sophisticated truth-tellers”. There is a strong
and significant difference between benevolent and sophisticated truth-tellers in each treatment
concerning their answers to question Q2 (Mann Whitney U-test, p < 0.05 in each treatment).
The latter question asked for the average relative frequency with which receivers follow the
sender’s message, i.e. implement the option that is said to be better in the chosen message.
One can see from the grey bars in Figure 2 that benevolent truth-telling expect about two
thirds of receivers to implement the suggested option (which is significantly larger than 50%;
binomial test, p < 0.05). The black bars reveal that sophisticated truth-telling expect only
about one third of receivers to implement the suggested option (which is significantly smaller
than 50%; binomial test, p < 0.05).10

9

Another possible explanation for the differences in contingent expectations might be what is known in the
psychology literature as desirability bias or wishful thinking (Hogarth, 1987), which states that the estimated
probability of a desirable future event is positively correlated to the importance of the desirable event to the
forecaster. Since senders in treatment T3 can gain 10 € instead of 1 € in treatments T1 and T2, this might induce
a wishful thinking bias that makes truthful senders in T3 much more “pessimistic” about the frequency with
which receivers follow their message.
10
It might be interesting to note that the answers to questions Q1 and Q2 are very well, if not perfectly,
related on the individual level. Across all treatments, 78% (92%) of senders who expect their message not to be
implemented (Q1) expect strictly less than 50% (up to 50%) of the responder population to follow the senders’

8

Senders' answers to question Q2 (if true Message A chosen)
100
x receivers out of 100 implement
suggested option

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
T1

T2

T3

Treatment
Benevolent truth-tellers (expect Option A in Q1)

Sophisticated truth-tellers (expect Option B in Q1)

FIGURE 2 – TYPES OF TRUTHFUL SENDERS AND EXPECTATIONS (Q2)

If I regard the sophisticated truth-tellers as subjects who actually intend to deceive the
receiver (by sending the true Message A!), then it seems that the frequency of senders picking
the wrong Message B is not an adequate measure of the total frequency of deception in this
game. Therefore, I propose the following
Broader definition of deception: Deception includes all cases where a sender sends
either of the two messages, but expects Option B to be implemented by the receiver.
This definition then encompasses practically all senders with Message B (of which about
95% expect the receiver to implement Option B), but additionally those senders with Message
A who expect the receiver to implement Option B. Applying this broader definition I arrive at
the figures in row [4] of Table 2. It shows that 67% of senders in treatment T1 expect Option
B to be chosen by the receiver. The corresponding figures are 61% in T2, and 89% in T3. The
share of senders expecting to get Option B is significantly larger in treatment T3 (with gains

messages (Q2). 86% (96%) of senders expecting their message to be implemented (Q1) guess that strictly more
than 50% (at least 50%) of responders implement the senders’ messages.
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of 10 €) than in the other treatments T1 and T2 (with gains of 1 € only) (χ² > 10 in both
comparisons, d.f. = 1, p < 0.01). There is again no significant difference between treatments
T1 and T2, confirming the earlier result (from row [1]) that the differences in own payoffs
across treatments seem to have a stronger (and the only statistically significant) impact than
the differences in receivers’ payoffs across treatments.
Subtracting the figures in row [1] of Table 2 (narrow definition of deception) from those
in row [4] (broader definition) shows that the broader definition of deception increases the
relative frequency of deception by about 20 to 30 percentage points. Hence, relying solely on
row [1] as an indicator of deception would have largely underestimated its extent.

4 A robustness test of the broader definition of deception – An
experiment with teams as decision makers
My suggested measure for the overall frequency of deception hinges critically on the
assumption that sophisticated truth-tellers (who send Message A, but expect Option B to be
implemented) really intend to deceive and exploit the receiver. There are three possible
alternative explanations, though, that might lead to the same behaviour, but would not be an
indication of deception. First, there might be senders who tell the truth (Message A)
regardless of what they expect, because telling the truth is the “moral choice” that is separated
from expectations. Second, there might be senders who, in fact, intended to benefit the
receiver (wishing that he implemented Option A), but expected the receiver to misread their
true intention. If such senders were averse to lying (i.e. sending Message B) they would stick
to Message A even though they expected the receiver to invert the message.11 Third, there
might be some senders who expected the receiver to choose a particular option independent of
11

If such senders did not care about lying, yet expected their message to be inverted and wanted to benefit
the receiver, then they should send Message B. However, it should be clear from Figure 1 that less than 5% of
senders who send Message B expect their message to be inverted. Hence, the fraction of benevolent liars
(notation introduced in Table 2) is very small.
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the sender’s message.12 Hence, if a sender expected the receiver to choose Option B
irrespective of the sent message, it would be unreasonable to interpret the combination of
“Send Message A and expect Option B” as deception.
In order to discriminate between these alternative explanations and my broader definition
of deception I ran additional sessions with 342 subjects in late August 2005. These
participants were randomly assigned to teams of two or three subjects each, with the same
payoffs per capita in a given treatment as in the sessions with individual decision makers. I
obtained 22 pairs of sender and receiver teams for each of the treatments T1 and T2, and 24
such pairs for treatment T3. The sessions were conducted in the VideoLab of the Max Planck
Institute of Economics in Jena. The discussions of sender teams were videotaped in order to
detect the true intention behind sending Message A.13
Table 3 summarizes the results of the experiment with teams as decision makers. Row [1]
in Panel A indicates that teams send Message B significantly less often than individual
senders (see Table 2), namely in only 23% of cases in T1 and T2, and in 25% in T3 (p < 0.05
in any comparison between teams and individuals for a given treatment). Thus, at first sight it
seems as if teams were the more “honest” decision makers.
Yet, the fact that teams send the wrong Message B less often than individuals is driven by
different expectations about the receiver team’s decision: Averaging over the figures in row
[2] shows that sender teams expect the receiver team to follow their message in only 44% of
cases. This relative frequency is significantly smaller than the corresponding 70% of
individual senders (χ² > 10, p < 0.01), and not significantly different from a random draw
(binomial test). Hence, teams are far more pessimistic concerning the likelihood of receivers
12

Using the strategy method, Hurkens and Kartik (2006) show that about one third of their receivers ignored
the received message, but implemented a particular option that was independent of the message. Yet, it is
important to stress that only one out of 30 senders expected his message to be ignored. Hence, almost all senders
believe that their message has a systematic influence on the option finally implemented by the receiver.
13
Sessions with individuals had also been run in the VideoLab of the Max Planck Institute of Economics in
order to guarantee the same local environment for individuals and teams. Upon entering the VideoLab,
participants were routinely informed that they might be videotaped, but that the tapes would only be used for
scientific purposes. In fact, only sender cabins in the team condition were videotaped.
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to follow the senders’ message. In other words, senders think that receivers are less trusting or
that receivers regard the senders as less trustworthy than this is the case with individual
decision makers.

TABLE 3 – DECISIONS OF TEAMS (RELATIVE FREQUENCIES)
Panel A

Treatment

T1

T2

T3

N = 22

N = 22

N = 24

[1] Sender team chooses Message B

0.23

0.23

0.25

[2] Q1: Sender team expects receiver team to implement chosen message

0.55

0.50

0.29

[3] Receiver team implements message

0.64

0.45

0.67

[4] Sender team expects receiver team to choose Option B

0.68

0.73

0.88

[A] Message A and Option A (Benevolent truth-teller)

0.32

0.27

0.08

[B] Message A and Option B (Sophisticated truth-teller)

0.45

0.50

0.67

[C] Message B and Option B (Liar)

0.23

0.23

0.21

[D] Message B and Option A (Benevolent liar)

0.00

0.00

0.04

Panel B. Sender team’s message and expected option (in Q1)

Concerning receivers’ actual actions we see from row [3] of Table 3 that receiver teams
follow the message on average in 59% of cases. This value is significantly smaller than the
72% of individual receivers (χ² = 4.4, p < 0.05), which indicates that receiver teams are, in
fact, more sceptical about the truthfulness of the sender’s message than individual receivers.
Matching messages and expectations we find that all teams, except one, that send the
wrong Message B expect the receiver team to implement Option B. This means that those
teams sending a lie are pretty confident that the lie will work out. When sending Message A,
however, sender teams expect the receiver team to implement Option A only in 15 out of 52
cases (i.e. 29%). That means that in the other 37 cases (i.e. 71%) with Message A, the sender
team expects the receiver team to choose Option B. The crucial question is whether these
teams intend to deceive the receiver in order to get more money (as implied by my broader
12

definition of deception) or whether the behaviour of these teams has to be subsumed under
any of the above discussed three alternative explanations.
The videotapes of the 37 sender teams that sent Message A, but expected Option B, were
scrutinized with respect to the driving motivation for the decision to send Message A. The
communication of team members reveals that 34 out of these 37 sender teams (i.e. 92%)
explicitly mention the following argument: by sending the true Message A the sender team
will earn more money because the receiver team will not believe the received message, but
rather invert it and implement Option B.14
Consequently, sending Message A and expecting Message B can almost always be
classified as an attempt to deceive the receiver team. In fact, only three out of 37 sender teams
sent Message A because they wanted to avoid lying, without any recourse to the desirability
of the receiver team inverting the message. None of the sender teams ever mentioned that the
receiver team might take a particular option completely independent of the received message,
ruling out the third alternative explanation of the pattern “Send Message A and expect Option
B”.
Although individual and team senders differ quite a lot with respect to sophisticated truthtelling, i.e., with respect to the frequency of sending the wrong Message B or the expectations
about the receiver’s actions (compare Table 2 and Table 3 with respect to rows [1] and [2]),
individual and team senders do not differ when my broader definition of deception is applied.
Checking the frequency of sender teams expecting Option B to be chosen reveals that there
are no longer any significant differences between individuals and teams (compare the entries
in row [4] of Tables 2 and 3). Hence, the overall amount of deception in a given treatment

14

Interestingly, some sender teams discussed that their strategic reasoning might lead to an infinite number
of reasoning steps. If the receiver team expected the sender team to send the true message because the sender
team expected the receiver team not to believe the message, then the receiver team should in fact implement the
received message. That, in turn, would make it more profitable for the sender team to send the wrong Message B
instead of the true Message A. Yet, if sender teams expected receiver teams to anticipate this move and therefore
invert the message, then sender teams would again prefer the true Message A, and so on. All teams discussing
this possibility ended up in sending Message A.
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does not depend on the type of decision maker being an individual or a team. Moreover, it is
again treatment T3 – where senders can gain the most from receiving Option B instead of
Option A – in which sender teams expect the receiver team to choose Option B most often
(i.e. in 88% of cases; with p < 0.05 compared to T1 or T2). Hence, the size of the possible
gains from deception has a similar influence on team decision making as it has been found to
have on individual decision making.

5 Conclusion
Without doubt, sending a wrong message in a cheap-talk sender-receiver game can be
interpreted as a deliberate attempt to deceive the receiver. In fact, my data show that 95% of
senders choosing the wrong Message B do so while expecting the receiver to follow their
message. Like Gneezy (2005) or Hurkens and Kartik (2006), I have also found that individual
senders lie significantly more often when they can gain relatively more by doing so and less
often (though not significantly so in my experiment) when the receiver loses relatively more.
This obviously rather stable pattern of behaviour has been explained in a recent note by
Charness and Dufwenberg (2005) by their theory of guilt aversion (Charness and
Dufwenberg, 2006). In a nutshell, this theory states that a player i suffers from guilt to the
extent that he believes that player j ≠ i receives a lower payoff than i believes j believes she
will receive. If subjects are guilt averse, they might behave as if they have a cost of lying in
contexts where they believe their lies will mislead. Since the payoffs for the receiver differ
across treatments, the theory of guilt aversion can also explain the differences in the
frequency of deception across the three different treatments, as has been documented in
Gneezy (2005) and in this paper.
The main point of my paper, however, concerns the classification of what a lie or
deception is, and therefore challenges the methodological approach of measuring deception in
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the papers by Gneezy (2005), Charness and Dufwenberg (2005) or Hurkens and Kartik
(2006). I have argued that the concept of deception as measured in these papers is too narrow
to capture the full amount of deception prevalent in the two-person game under
consideration15, and probably also in other games where misrepresentation of information is
possible. I have proposed that telling the truth should be counted as an act of deception when
the sender expects the receiver not to follow the sender’s message and when the true message
is sent for precisely this reason. The experimental data of my first experiment with individual
decision-makers has been compatible with such an interpretation of sophisticated truth-telling
as a form of deception. The analysis of videotaped team-decisions has then confirmed this
interpretation by showing that the true message is very often sent in order to deceive the
receiver team. This form of deception through telling the truth has been shown to be driven by
payoff considerations – which have been found to be important already in the seminal paper
by Gneezy (2005) – and by the expectations about the receiver’s actions, which has been the
essential addition of my paper.
I would like to conclude by noting that this paper also adds to the literature on individual
versus team decision-making – besides contributing to our understanding and the
measurement of deception. I have found that teams resort to sophisticated truth-telling as a
means of deception significantly more often than individuals do, thus confirming earlier
findings that teams behave more strategically than individuals (Bornstein and Yaniv, 1998;
Cooper and Kagel, 2005; Kugler et al., 2007). This is of particular importance when
expectations about other players’ actions matter. This paper’s sender-receiver game is
therefore closely related to the literature on level-k thinking or step-level reasoning models
(Camerer et al., 2004; Costa-Gomes and Crawford, 2006). In general, such models examine a
decision maker’s best response given an (expected) distribution of other decision makers’
15

It should be noted here that the occurrence of sophisticated truth-telling depends on the two-option design
implemented here and on the orthogonal incentives of senders and receivers (see Farrell and Rabin, 1996).
Including a third option – as in Rode (2006) – may eliminate the incentives for truth-telling as a sophisticated
selfish action.
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level of reasoning. One of the best known applications of such reasoning models is the
guessing- or beauty-contest game (Nagel, 1995) where decision makers have to choose a
number from an interval I ≡ [0,100] and the winner is the decision maker whose number is
closest to p times the average of all chosen numbers. Kocher and Sutter (2005) and Kocher et
al. (2006) have shown that teams apply significantly higher levels of reasoning in guessinggames than individuals do, making them better in anticipating others’ moves. Such a
behavioural difference between individuals and teams might explain why I have observed
more deception through sophisticated truth-telling by teams than by individuals, because
deception through sophisticated truth-telling requires one more step of reasoning than a
straightforward lie that counts on the receiver to believe it. Note, of course, that in the senderreceiver game of this paper any levels of thinking that are two steps apart result in the same
behaviour.
Another noteworthy difference between individuals and teams is that receiver teams are
less trusting and sender teams anticipate that correctly. This finding is related to recent
evidence of a lower level of trust among teams than among individuals in simple trust
experiments (where no informational asymmetries prevail; see Kugler et al., 2007; Cox,
2002). This paper has documented that (the expectation of) mutual trust is also an important
factor for the behaviour in sender-receiver games where senders may have an incentive to
deceive receivers. My results have shown that teams appear to be more honest at first sight,
but that this is only driven by a larger degree of sophisticated truth-telling. The latter is
motivated by more pessimistic expectations about how likely receiver teams will believe the
sender’s message. These findings reinforce the necessity to consider deception through telling
the truth as a realistic option to which decision makers may resort in many important real-life
situations in politics, sports, or economics.
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Appendix A1 – Instructions for senders
Welcome to this experiment on decision making. Please read the following instructions
carefully. If you have any questions, an experimenter will answer them privately.
2 people interact with each other once
In this experiment, you and another person will interact with each other for exactly one round.
Each of you will have to make one single decision after which the experiment will end and
you both will be paid in cash.
Both of you are randomly assigned to one of two possible roles: either the role of Person 1 or
the role of Person 2. Your role in this experiment is Person 1.
Your decision
There are two options that can be chosen in this experiment. Both options yield different
payoffs for you and the Person 2 that is paired with you. The options are as follows:
In treatment T1 it read
Option A: 5 € for you (= Person 1) and 6 € for Person 2
Option B: 6 € for you (= Person 1) and 5 € for Person 2
In treatment T2 it read
Option A: 5 € for you (= Person 1) and 15 € for Person 2
Option B: 6 € for you (= Person 1) and 5 € for Person 2
In treatment T3 it read
Option A: 5 € for you (= Person 1) and 15 € for Person 2
Option B: 15 € for you (= Person 1) and 5 € for Person 2
Person 2 will make the choice which option to implement. Yet, note that Person 2 will not be
informed about the monetary consequences of both options. Instead, Person 2 will only
receive one of the two following messages:
Message 1: „Option A will earn you more money than Option B.“
Message 2: „Option B will earn you more money than Option A.“
You have to choose which message you want to send to Person 2.
Information conditions and payoffs
After Person 2 has implemented one of the two options, you and Person 2 will be paid the
corresponding amount of money. Note that Person 2 will neither be informed about your
payoff in the chosen option nor about the possible payoffs (for both persons) in the other
option. Person 2 will only be informed about his monetary payoff earned in the implemented
option.
__________________________________________________
After Person 1 had sent her message, she was asked the following two questions:
While Person 2 is deciding about which option to implement, would you please answer the
following two questions:
Q1: “Which option do you expect the receiver to choose?”
Q2: “Out of 100 receivers, how many do you think follow the sender’s message on average?”
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Appendix A2. Instructions for receivers
Welcome to this experiment on decision making. Please read the following instructions
carefully. If you have any questions, an experimenter will answer them privately.
2 people interact with each other once
In this experiment, you and another person will interact with each other for exactly one round.
Each of you will have to make one single decision after which the experiment will end and
you both will be paid in cash.
Both of you are randomly assigned to one of two possible roles: either the role of Person 1 or
the role of Person 2. Your role in this experiment is Person 2.
Two possible options and your decision
Two possible monetary payoffs are available to you and Person 1 in this experiment. The
payoffs depend on the option chosen by you. We have already showed the two options to
Person 1. The only information that you will have before making your choice is the message
that Person 1 has sent to you.
Person 1 will choose one of the two following messages:
Message 1: „Option A will earn you more money than Option B.“
Message 2: „Option B will earn you more money than Option A.“
You will be informed about the message chosen by Person 1 on the screen.
We will then ask you to choose either Option A or Option B. Your choice will determine the
payoffs in the experiment. You will never know what sums were actually offered in the option
not chosen (i.e. whether the message sent by Person 1 is true or not). Furthermore, you will
never know the amount that Person 1 has earned in the chosen option or would have earned in
the option not chosen by you.
We will pay both persons the amount of money that corresponds to the option you chose.
Thank you for your participation in the experiment.
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